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PROFESSIONAL BELL-SHAPED BASIC TUTU WITH HOOPS
This tutu skirt is bell shaped and comes in a standard skirt length of
38 cm. Where desired customers can request the skirt be made 5-10
cm longer than standard length.

It is constructed using eight-ten

pleated graduated net layers of rigid tulle built on net panties with a 10
cm basque, with each successive layer being 2 cm shorter than the
previous layer. The tutu skirt is attached to an elastic waistband, and a
steel resilient hoop is inserted in the middle layer with two extra short
ruffles on the edge. This hoop is designed to help maintain the shape
of the skirt. Six large hooks and eyes are attached at the back to
fasten the skirt. The rehearsal ballet tutu is professionally designed
and is available for both adults and children in a variety of colors.
Please note there are no decorations included in the price, however
every basic tutu can be decorated at additional cost. This is ideal as a
basic skirt for any decorated professional stage or ballet costume.
Tutu bags are available for those who want to transport their
costumes more safely. See \"Accessories\" section, code S0001.
The terms of producing of the items (since the day of receiving the
money on our account): 1. Ready-made kinds of production (leotards,
tights, skirts) – from several days to 3 weeks, depending on the
volume of order. 2. Stage costumes – during 4-6 weeks. 3. Special
orders – during 4-6 weeks. 4. The claims are considered during 2
weeks since day of receiving the order by customer. 5. We guarantee
express delivery on the indicated address.

COLOURS
white
peach
light pink
hot pink
red
green
sky blue
royal blue
dark blue
black
Lilac
claret
lime
orange

SIZES
personal measurements adult
personal measurements child
S Adult
M Adult
L Adult
XL Adult
S Child
I Child
M Child
L Child
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